Civils & Construction

Warning Net
Marking and Protection of Fibre-optic and Power Cables
Warning Net:
The net provides maximum
protection against excavation
damage on fibre-optic and power
cables. The net warns the
worksmen of the cable before it is
damaged.

This unique mesh structure
ensures that the excavator catches
the net thereby warning the
worksmen both in the excavator
and the trench of the cables’
existence.
The special structure of the net
causes the net to break diagionally
and it leaves net threads visible.
Laying Out:
The best depth to ensure maximum
safety is 30cm above the cable..

Laying out warning net manually
Material:
The net is made of polypropylene
(PP). This is not degradable, is
environmentally friendly and does
not release any poisonous
substances into the soil.

Laying out pipes and warning net
Full Protection:
The net is available in different
widths to suit the diameter of the
cable that it is protecting.

Laying out pipes and warning net
The construction of the mesh
makes it stay over the cable when
the trench is refilled. This ensures
the exact marking of the cable.

Printing & colour:
This warning net can be supplied
wit a text printed every second
linear metre.

The warning net is available in
rolls of 100 metres or 500 metres.
The net can be laid out manually.
The 500 metre rolls are wound on
cardboard cores so they can be
used on cable laying machines.
Warning net with printed text
Visible net threads by excavation

The warning net is available in
various colours in accordance with
standard colours of the fibre-optic
and power cables.

insulation material. These fittings
ensure that the prongs of the
detectable wires are connected
correctly and in turn they are
protected against humidity and dirt.

Production in Denmark

A visible and safe marking
It is possible to produce colours on
request.
Regardless of the colour choice,
the net gives an overall visibility by
its colour in any type of soil. In this
way an efficient and visible marking
is ensured.

Wire clip and insulation material

All rolls are packed in UV-stabilised
plastic bags so that the products
are protected until in use.

The wire clips do not require any
special tools, therefore, the splicing
and insulating the wire prongs can
be done on site when laying down
the cables.

Individual Requests:

The detectable wire is available in
various types on request.

Besides the standard types that are
in stock for immediate delivery, we
can produce special types on
request. We can supply almost all
widths, colours, and text as
required. Please contact our sales
department who will be pleased to
assist you.

Detectable wire:

Technical specifications:

In order to detect the fibre-optic
cables or non-metallic cables
underneath the net, it can be
supplied with a detectable wire.

Type
Colour
Width
Length
Text

M10 for fibre-optic cables
Green or orange
10 cm
500 m
Fibre-optic cables

Type
Colour
Width
Length
Text

M10 for power cables
Red
20, 30, 40 or 50 cm
100 m
Power

The detectable wire is made out of
acid proof, rustproof metal and is
insulated with a non-perishable
coating of polypropylene (PP).
All detectable wire rolls are
supplied with wire clips and

Completely insulated wire clip
Production & Quality:
The warning net is produced in
Denmark with deliveries all over
Europe.
The net is produced in accordance
with the requirements of DS/EN
12613:2001.

Above types are the standards.
Warning net with individual text or
colour can be produced on request
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